If the meson disintegrates into a photon and an electron, the stopping of a meson and its subsequent decay should give rise to a delayed 50-Mev photon. Delayed coincidences were sought between the stopped meson and the photon, detected by its materialization in a Pb sheet (calculations are presented of the photon detection efFiciency for various lead thicknesses and photon energies of 20, 40, and 60 Mev; the electron range-energy curves used in the calculation are also shown). In 477.4 hours, nine apparent delayed photon coincidences were found. The measured inefFiciency of the anticoincidence arrangement leads us to expect five spurious delayed photon coincidences in this time, so we conclude that the number of true delayed photon coincidences is small, if not zero. If the hypothesis under test is correct, the expected number of true delayed photon coincidences, computed from the rate of delayed electron coincidences (as measured with the same geometry) and the calculated photon detecting efFiciency, is of the order of 100. The negative result of this test argues not only against decay into a photon and an electron, but also shows that if meson decay leads to a neutral meson which then decays into two photons, the mean life against the latter process must be greater than about 10 " sec.
I. INTRODUCTION w BILE it is well established that the sea level cosmic-ray meson disintegrates spontaneously with a mean life of about 2.2 microseconds, ' one of the decay products having, very approximately, the mass and charge of an electron, ' the exact nature of the disintegration process has not yet been determined. One possibility is that the meson disintegrates into a photon and an electron. There is some indirect evidence against it but in view of the current uncertainties in the physics of elementary particles, it seemed worth while to make a more direct test. 4 If the meson does disintegrate in this fashion, * This experiment was reported at the New York meeting of the American Physical Society, Jan. 29, 1948 (R. D.
Sard and E. J. Althaus, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 23, 2, 20 (1948); (Phys. Rev. 73, 1251 (1948 }.The present paper gives a more detailed account and includes additional data obtained since Dec. 8, 1947 , confirming the result already pubbshed.
B. Rossi and N, Nereson, Phys. Rev. 64, 199 (1943};  M. Conversi and 0. Piccioni, Phys. Rev. 70, 859 {1946); R. Maze, R. Chaminade, and A, Freon, J.de Phys. et Rad. 7, 202 (1945 In order to determine how many delayed photon coincidences were to be expected, we took data with the "electron detection" arrangement also shown in Fig. 1 . This diBered from the photon detection arrangement only in that the lead sheet was removed and the high voltage was not applied to the G-M tubes C. In this case, decay electrons emerging downward from the brass were detected. Since the decay of stopped mesons is isotropic, and the angular divergence in pair-production by a 50-Mev photon is small, the geometrical factors in the photon detection, and electron detection arrangements were essentially the same. If the hypothesis being tested is correct, the ratio of delayed photon coincidences to delayed electron coincidences should be equal to the chance that an incident photon produces in the Pb sheet at least one electron capable of actuating D and E (as shown in Section III, the chance of the decay photon emerging from the brass is very nearly equal to that for the decay electron). An alternative electron detection arrangement was also used, different only in that C was physically removed. The two arrangements gave essentially identical results.
The coincidences were counted with a circuit identical with that used previously at the Massa- Fig. 3 . For total energies above 10 mc', the theoretical expressions for the mean radiative loss and the loss by non-radiative collisions' were used; the reciprocal of the rate of energy loss so computed was integrated numerically to give the range down to a total energy of 10 mc'. As scattering was neglected, the range obtained was actual path length rather than thickness of material. The result for 100 mc' electrons agrees to within one percent with the result of Bethe and Heitler' for Cu and of Heitler' for Pb. At energy j0 mc', the curves were joined to the theoretical points calculated by Widdowson, " diminished by 0.4 g/cm' to bring them into closer agreement with experimental data on P-ray ranges.
The e%ciency of the lead slab in making photons detectable depends on the probabilities of pair production for various partitions of the energy in the pair and on the range-energy relation for the electrons. Fig. 3 . The major approximations were neglect of electron scattering and neglect of fiuctuations in the rate of radiation by electrons. The same range-energy relation was applied to negatrons and positrons, and their angular divergence was taken to be zero.
The results are shown in Fig. 4 . For small thicknesses, the calculation is elementary. In eRect, one of the pair electrons is bound to emerge so long as the thickness of the Pb is less than the range of an electron of half the photon's energy, R(W/2). The required probability is therefore simply the probability of pair production:
where o"(W) is the probability of pair production per unit thickness and T is the thickness. At large thicknesses (T)R(W)) the dependence on thickness is again simple, as it amounts to 12 percent of the total cross section, the photon attenuation through the Compton eSect was taken into account, but the contribution of the Compton electrons to the photondetection efFiciency was neglected. This underestimation is no doubt more than compensated by our neglect of scattering.
For the 9.75 g/cm' thickness used in the experiment, the calculated probability is 52 percent for a 40 Mev photon and 58 percent for a 60 Mev photon. Interpolation gives 56 percent for a 50 Mev photon. It is to be noted that for a photon energy as low as 20 Mev, the calculated probability is as high as 26 percent; of course, the neglect of scattering makes our calculation less reliable the lower the energy.
It was also necessary to know the relative probabilities of a decay electron and a decay photon emerging from the brass meson stopper. We calculated each probability only for 50 Mev energy, but for various thicknesses of brass. The chance of an isotropically emitted photon's emerging unconverted and unscattered from the bottom of the brass plate involves only 0~and p, the meson absorption coefFicient. The chance of an isotropically emitted electron's emerging involves p, and the mean range, for which the value for Cu of Fig. 3 was used. Both integrals could be evaluated in closed form. At no thickness do the two probabilities difter by more than 25 percent; at the thickness of 21.6 gjcm' used in the experiment, the photon probability is 1.04 times the electron probability. The ratio of the two is essentially independent of p, the error involved in assuming the brass slab infinite should also be practically cancelled out in the ratio.
Taking our numerical results literally, we conclude that if the photon-electron hypothesis is correct, the delayed coincidence rate with the photon detection arrangement ought to be 1.04 X0.56=58 percent of the delayed coincidence rate with the electron detection arrangement. This number is, as already remarked, somewhat of an overestimate, but it is difFicult to believe that it is wrong as to order of magnitude. Table I . The regions of uncertainty at the channel edges never exceeded 0.03 psec. ; the numbers given are the half-way points between the fully off and fully on settings. Table I I gives the accepted delayed coincidence data. As already remarked, two alternative arrangements were used for decay electron detection. In one, C was disconnected; in the other, physically removed. It is thought that the former is perhaps slightly better suited for comparison with the photon detection arrangement, but since the two gave the same rates within statistical uncertainties the results were combined.
The uncertainties assigned to the rates are estimated standard deviations.
Certain corrections had to be made to the raw data. The data needed in making these corrections are given in Table III . For the photon detection configuration, the most important correction was that for the ineAiciency of the anticoincidence arrangement. This inefficiency appeared to be due mainly to the non-zero thickness of the counter walls; for vertically incident particles the walls filled 3 percent of the area of C. Our data gave us a measured value of the inefFiciency. In e8'ect, decay products made a negligible contribution ( (5X 10 ') "The same conclusion has been drawn by E. P. Hincks and B. Pontecorvo, Phys. Rev. 73, 1122 (1948 
